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Abstract. Traditionally environmental scientists are limited to simple display
and animation of large-scale raster geospatial data derived from remote sensing
instrumentation and model simulation outputs. Identifying regions that satisfy
certain range criteria, e.g., temperature between [t1,t2) and precipitation between
[p1,p2), plays an important role in query-driven visualization and visual exploration in general. In this study, we have proposed a Binned Min-Max Quadtree
(BMMQ-Tree) to index large-scale numeric raster geospatial data and efficiently
process queries on identifying regions of interests by taking advantages of the
approximate nature of visualization related queries. We have also developed an
end-to-end system that allows users visually and interactively explore large-scale
raster geospatial data in a Web-based environment by integrating our query processing backend and a commercial Web-based Geographical Information System
(Web-GIS). Experiments using real global environmental data have demonstrated
the efficiency of the proposed BMMQ-Tree. Both experiences and lessons learnt
from the development of the prototype system and experiments on the real dataset
are reported.
Keywords: Binned Min-Max Quadtree, raster geospatial data, Web-GIS, visual
exploration.

1 Introduction
Advancements in remote sensing technology and instrumentation have generated huge
amounts of remotely sensed imagery. It has been estimated that remotely sensed imagery is acquired at the rate of several terabytes per day [1]. In addition to raw imagery
data, derived data products targeting at domain-specific applications are fast growing as
well. For example, regional and global coverage of Land Cover, Land Surface Temperature, Albedo and Vegetation Indices are among a fraction of MODIS data product table
[2]. Still yet, numerous environmental models, such as Weather Research and Forecast
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(WRF [3]), have generated even larger volumes of geo-referenced raster model output
data with different combinations of parameters, in addition to increasing spatial and
temporal resolutions. Traditionally environmental scientists are limited to simple display and animation of raster geospatial data in a desktop computing environment. Very
little visual exploration functionality has been provided despite the continuous community software development efforts, such as the Integrated Data Viewer (IDV) from
UCAR [4] and WorldWind from NASA [5]. A general purpose, high-performance spatial database backend is highly desirable in supporting visual explorations of large-scale
raster geospatial data. Unfortunately, most of existing spatial database research and developments focus on vector geospatial data.
The limited support for binary raster data in the form of quadtree indexing that
have been implemented in leading spatial databases, e.g., Oracle Spatial [6] and Microsoft SQL Server Spatial [7], are primarily designed for query filtering on vector
spatial data rather than querying numeric raster data natively. We also argue that the
pyramid-alike approaches, such as Oracle GeoRaster [8], ArcGIS tiled map services
[9] and MapServer[10]/TileCache [11] are mostly designed for fast simple display purposes and are not suitable for supporting interactive visual explorations that involve
ad-hoc queries on raster cell values. Efficient data structures, indexing techniques and
coordination between browser-based applications and servers are essential to support
such queries for interactive visual explorations in a Web environment.
In this study, we propose to use a binned min-max quadtree data structure to index integer or real value rasters to facilitate query-based visualization and visual explorations
[12][13][14] [15][16] of large-scale raster geospatial data. By quantizing numeric raster
cell values into a set of bins based on the histogram of a raster, the complexity of the
resulting quadtree can be greatly reduced. The memory footprint of the quadtree can be
sufficiently small to reside in main memory to efficiently answer exploratory queries,
such as finding regions whose temperature are between [t1,t2) and precipitation are between [p1,p2). Our work along the direction is largely motivated by the binned bitmap
indexing implemented in FastBit [17] with adaptation to more efficient support of finding Regions of Interests (ROIs) in large geo-referenced raster environmental datasets.
We term the problem as ROI-finding query which obviously is an extension to finding
individual data items as in [12][13]. The problem is similar to the one addressed in
[18] and we have adopted a different approach. The data structure can be parallelized
across multiple shared-nothing machines to effectively support visual explorations of
large-scale geospatial raster data in a Web environment. A prototype that integrates our
in-house developed query processing backend based on the proposed data structure and
the commercial ArcGIS server software demonstrates the feasibility and effectiveness
of the proposed approach. Our technical contributions cover the following three aspects:
– We have proposed a novel binned min-max quadtree data structure to index nonbinary rasters. The data structure is efficient for processing queries in support of
interactive visual explorations of large-scale raster data by taking advantages of the
approximate nature of visualization related queries.
– We have developed a Web-based end-to-end system that allows users interactively
and visually explore large-scale raster geo-referenced raster environmental data by
coordinating Web clients and query processing backend.
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– Experiments using a real environmental data have demonstrated the efficiency of
the binned min-max quadtree data structure. The experiments also have provided
experiences and lessons to further improve the performance of the Web-based
system.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces related works
on visual explorations of raster geospatial data and managing and indexing of raster
geospatial data in a database environment. Section 3 presents the binned min-max
quadtree data structure. Section 4 provides the architecture and the components of the
prototype system to support Web-based visual explorations. Section 5 presents our experiments on the WorldClim global precipitation data at the 30 arc-seconds resolution.
We report both experiences and lessons learnt from the development of the prototype
system and experiments on the real dataset. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and
outlines future research directions.

2 Background and Related Work
Visual explorations play an important role in seeking casual relationships among environmental factors and the possible relationships between human activities and their
environmental consequences. As the majority of environmental data have a geospatial
and a temporal component, research on exploratory spatial and spatiotemporal analysis [19] [20][21] can be generally applied. Quite a few research prototypes, such as
GeoDa[22] and GeoVista [23] are available for vector geospatial data (including the
associated attribute data) and they are quite successful in social, economic and health
domains. On the other hand, while numerous image clustering, segmentation and classification algorithms have been applied to satellite imagery, only a handful research on
visual explorations of the correspondences between pixel values and class labels have
been reported [24][25]. The recently emerging object-oriented classification algorithms
and their applications in remote sensing imagery have provided an opportunity for visual explorations of remotely sensed image data [26][27]. On the environmental model
output side, most of existing developments focus on overlaybased display, map generation and animation. Little progresses have been evidenced on exploratory analysis
with the exception of iso-surface generation. As an example, UCARs IDV[4] is capable
of generating iso-surfaces from 3D atmospheric model outputs. However, the capabilities of linking geospatial phenomena (objects or events) with the underlying raster data
(sensor observations or model outputs) are still lacking despite the availability of several
pioneering theoretical works (e.g. [28]). It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide
a comprehensive solution to visual explorations of raster geospatial data. Rather, our
focus is on efficient implementation of a few generic operations to facilitate such visual
explorations on large-scale raster geospatial data. More specifically, we target at the
ROI-finding queries.
A few options are available to manage geospatial raster data in databases based on
existing database technologies. First of all, each individual element can be treated as a
tuple in relational table and traditional relational database technologies can be applied.
Second, the raster data can be treated as multidimensional arrays and subsequently
N-Array or nested table techniques can be applied in object-relational databases [29].
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Finally, large raster data can be decomposed into small units and stored in databases as
Large Binary Objects or BLOBs [30]. While each of the approaches has their suitable
application scenarios, none of them can be used to process ROI-finding queries efficiently. Studies also have shown that multidimensional array supports implemented in
mainstream databases are far less efficient than using native scientific data formats when
scaling up to large datasets [29]. While the recently emerging column-store database
techniques optimized for read-only or append only data [31][32] might provide an opportunity to reevaluate the suitability of relational and object-relational database technologies for geospatial raster data, it is likely that extending existing spatial indexing
techniques remain to be the most effective way to process the ROI-finding queries.
We note that column-store based database layouts are similar to popular scientific
data formats, such as NetCDF[33] and HDF5[34] in many aspects. We believe that
one of the biggest problems in handling geo-referenced gridded environmental data in
existing databases is the lacking of proper indexing mechanisms that take spatial or
spatiotemporal autocorrelations into consideration. In fact, as discovered in [18], while
sophisticated bitmap indexing techniques such as those implemented in FastBit [17] are
very efficient in finding individual raster cells, it is more computationally expensive to
assemble them into regions and return the regions as query results, i.e., assembling tuple IDs into regions. In contrast, our approach is based on spatial indexing that indexes
regions and returns regions that satisfy searching criteria directly without incurring expensive post-processing cost. We also note that our work on indexing raster geospatial
data complements existing works on array query definition language [35][36][37] and
physical data layout of multidimensional data[38][39][40].
The most popular spatial indexing techniques include R-trees, quadtrees, octtrees
and kd-trees. We refer readers to the overview papers and books for more detailed information [41][42]. Various quadtrees have been used to index both vector and binary
raster data. On the other hand, interval tree [43],octree [44][45] and kd-tree [46][47]
techniques have gained considerable popularity in deriving static and time-evolving isosurfaces with or without ray-tracing. There are two problems in directly applying octree
and kd-tree techniques to visual explorations of large scale gridded environmental data.
First, techniques developed for iso-surface generation and/or ray-tracing usually have
large memory footprints. While they are suitable for fine-scale offline rendering, it may
be too costly for online visual explorations in a Web environment. Usually only limited resources are allocated to a Web browser. Data communication overheads between
browsers and servers are much higher than those in tightly coupled desktop or cluster computing environments. Second, these techniques are mostly designed for tracing
boundaries (iso-surfaces) and intersecting with linear objects (ray-tracing) and it is not
straightforward to apply them to identify ROIs.
There are also works trying to extend quadtree techniques for binary rasters to
grayscale or color images [48] [49][50]. However, most of existing studies along the
direction focused on image encoding or compression with only few of them actually
targeted at efficient query processing which are more relevant to visual explorations
of scientific data. The difference between image compression and query processing is
that the former focuses on the tradeoffs between disk storage and compression computation while the later focuses on the tradeoffs between the filtering and refinement in
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processing a query using an acceptable memory footprint. Previous research on quadtree
based data structures and query processing focused on storage and manipulation of clusters of (overlapped) images. We refer readers to [51][52][53][54][55] and the review
article by Manouvrier[56] for more details. These data structures are not tailored for
read-only applications and they may not be suitable for supporting visual explorations
of large-scale raster data, especially in a Web environment. Furthermore, most of the
works utilized or followed a B-Tree indexing approach and assumed portions of the
indices are dynamically loaded into memory. In contrast, our approach quantizes raw
data into bins and tries to build a memory-resident index with desired memory footprint. The memory-resident index ensures fast filtering in query processing and returns
regions that approximate true query results before subsequent refinement.
Our approach is largely motivated by the binned bitmap indexing reported in [57] and
the multi-scale bitmap indexing reported in [58]. The binned bitmap indexing approach
has been successfully applied to large-scale query-based interactive visualization using
techniques such as Parallel Coordinate Plot or PCP [59]. A similar bin-hashing strategy has been applied to query driven visualization before rendering resulting records
as point clouds [60]. One drawback of directly applying binned bitmap indexing for
visual explorations of geospatial raster data is that when value ranges of a query are
wide, it is likely that a large number of cells will be returned independently. It could
be very expensive to transport the individual query results from query backend to client
machines and paint these cells individually in a Web browser. The rendering speed in
Web browsers could be improved by specifying regions instead of individual pixels.
The advantages and practical needs of returning regions from a query are also identified
by a recent work by Sinha[18] which is based on the FastBit. The authors proposed to
identify regions from the bit vector of a query result which had been observed to be
very computationally expensive. As such, while we recognize the generality of bitmap
indexing that is suitable for both structured and unstructured data items, we argue that
our approach is more suitable for ROI-finding queries for visual exploration purposes.
With respect to Web-based visual exploration of geospatial data, previous works
focused on the mashup techniques by dynamically compositing images generated at
the server sides [61][62]. However, very few of the reported works have taken query
efficiency into consideration. Most of them assume that the server side programs are
sufficiently fast and the bandwidth is large enough for interactive visualizations. As
detailed in Section 3, the hierarchical nature of quadtree data structures allow pruning
quadrants that do not intersect with the spatial extents that are under investigations by
users. This not only speeds up query response times but also reduce the data volumes
of query results need to be transported to clients. In addition, any lower level quadrants
whose spatial extents are less than single pixel based on visualization scales at the
clients can be pruned as well, which further reduce query response times and query
result data volumes.

3 Binned Min-Max Quadtree
In this section, we first define the ROI finding queries before presenting the binned
min-max quadtree data structure and its construction and query processing algorithms.
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Given a set of rasters representing environmental
 variables
 {Fi |0 ≤ i < n} over a spa
tial domain D whose value ranges are ViH and ViL respectively, a ROI finding
 query Q identifies regions in D whose cells Cj satisfy the compound
 condition
Cj |V1j ∈ [V1QL , V1jQH ] op V2j ∈ [V2QL , V2QH ] ... op Vkj ∈ [VkQL , VkQH ] where op

can be either conjunctive and disjunctive and 0 < k < n. ViQL and ViQH represent
the lower and high bounds of query Q for variable i. While the formulation does not
impose any relationships among the resulting raster cells, since we divide domain D
into quadrants in quadtree indexing and evaluate the compound condition against relevant quadrants, the resulting cells are naturally reported as a collection of quadrants that
satisfy the compound query criteria. Instead of reporting the cells individually from the
query result, using a collection of quadrants may significantly save memory consumption and improve query results rendering for visualization purposes. Assuming that a
quadtree for each environmental variable has been constructed, it is not difficult to see
that evaluating the compound condition can be achieved by synchronized traversal of
relevant quadtrees as described in (Manouvrier et al 2002) and will be omitted here
due to space constraints. We next focus on the construction of a single quadtree and
evaluating a single condition on a quadtree.
The Binned Min-Max Quadtree, or BMMQ-Tree for short, is directly motivated by
both binned bitmap indexing [57] for scientific data and min-max octree/kd-tree for
isosurface generation and ray tracing[47]. As discussed above, while min-max octrees
and kd-trees are efficient in pruning tree branches that do not contain the iso-values
being used, building a full octree or kd-tree using the finest resolution data may consume too much memory and slow down index construction and query processing. The
binned bitmap indexing is more efficient and more suitable for large scale scientific
data when compared with classic bitmap indexing. The downside is that the resulting
cells in binned bitmap indexing do not naturally form regions and the post-processing
to assemble cells into regions could be very computationally expensive. The proposed
BMMQ-Tree combines the advantages of min-max octree/kd-tree indexing and binned
bitmap indexing. Furthermore, our empirical studies have shown that, while environmental data are well-known for significant spatial autocorrelation due to the first law
of geography [63], neighboring cell values are often slightly different. This makes traditional quadtree-based indexing techniques that require the uniformity of quadrants
inappropriate. By binning cell values using proper boundary values, quadrant uniformity can be derived and mature quadtree indexing techniques (such as linearization
and query processing in databases) can be applied. In this sense, our BMMQ-Tree data
structure is an extension to traditional region quadtrees by associating each quadrant
with a min and a max value of a quadrant. The min and max values are bin indices
which can be bytes (8 bits for 256 bins) or short integers (16 bits for 65,536 bins),
which normally are just a fraction of the storage requirement for a quadtree node. On
the other hand, BMMQ-Tree branches can be efficiently pruned if the nodes min/max
values do not overlap with the range of the query being evaluated. We next present the
tree construction and query processing in more details.
Fig. 1 illustrates the process of constructing a BMMQ-Tree. The process first determines bin boundaries. While quite a few options are available, we decide to use
a histogram based quantile approach for simplicity. The open source GDAL package
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Binned Min-Max Quadtree Construction

[64] has provided an API to efficiently generate histograms for major image and raster
data formats which further makes the histogram based approach desirable from implementation perspective. After the histogram with desired low/high boundary and bins
has been retrieved, we loop through the histogram bins to determine the quadtree bins
as the following. For each of the histogram bins, if its count is larger than the average
count of the quadtree bins (calculated as the total valid raster cells divided by the desired quadtree bins - denoted as NA), then it is qualified as a quadtree bin; otherwise it
will be combined with previous histogram bins until the combined count is larger than
NA. Due to the bin formulation policy, the resulting number of bins can be less than the
desired bins.
The main process of BMMQ-Tree construction is as the following. First, the 2D
raster data being indexed is read into main memory following the sequence of BMMQTree nodes that are being constructed. Each cell value is first quantized based on the
bin boundary values. After the four cells that form a quadrant are processed, if their bin
indices are exactly the same, then they will be combined to form a quadrant with the
same min/max value. The process then moves to the next quadrant based on the quadtree
space tessellation (row-major or column-major). The combination is also performed recursively to determine the min/max bin indices for each quadtree node. It is clear that
the memory requirement in the BMMQ-Tree construction process is never larger than
the size of the constructed quadtree plus four quadtree nodes and the data buffer to
hold the values of raster cells being processed. We are in the process of exploring the
possibilities of GPGPU based parallel constructions of BMMQ-Trees which is likely to
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Fig. 2. Query Processing Based on Binned Min-Max Quadtree

reduce index construction times significantly. On the other hand, as most georeferred
environmental data are read only, offline index creation and online query processing are
independent of each other. While it is difficult to compare our approach with approach
presented in [18] directly, we consider our approach trades offline index construction
times with online query processing times by forming uniform quadrants which are intermediate between connected components and individual raster cells. We next turn to
online query processing using BMMQ-Trees.
Query processing using BMMQ-Trees is illustrated in Fig. 2 using an example. First,
the low and high boundary values [40,50) are mapped to the low and high ends of bin
indices 1 and 2, respectively. The boundary values corresponding to the resulting bin
indices [37,52) completely contain the query low and high boundary values to avoid
true negatives. Second, starting from the root, each quadrant is recursively visited. If
the min-max indices range does not overlap with the indices range corresponding to the
query range, then all quadrants under the node corresponding to the current quadrant
can be safely pruned. In Fig. 2 (top-left part), non-leaf nodes not in the shaded rectangles have been pruned. The recursive query processing stops under two conditions.
First, a leaf node is reached which indicates that either a raster cell at the finest resolution is reached or all the raster cells in the quadrant corresponding to the node have
the same bin index. Second, the quadrant corresponding to the node has a spatial extent less than a single pixel based on visualization scales at the client side. Assuming
the width and height of visualization canvas at the client side are Wc and Hc and the
width and height measured as the real-world coordinate system (e.g., latitude/longitude)
are Wr and Hr, respectively, the quadtree level to stop recursive query processing can be
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easily calculated as Lstop = f loor(log2 (min(W r/W c, Hr/Hc))). It is clear that false
positives may be introduced (the shaded cells in the lower-right part of Fig. 2) due to
the binning nature of the data structure and the less-than-single-pixel stopping policy.
While this may be a problem for querying databases exactly, it turns out that allowing
false positives reduces the structural complexities of query results and hence the data
volumes to be transported to the clients as well as rendering times at the client side.
More discussions are provided in the experiments section.

4 System Architecture and Implementation
The primary focus of this research is to develop an end-to-end system that can effectively facilitate environmental scientists to explore large-scale geo-referenced raster
data. Compared to desktop applications, a Web-based interface is more preferable.
However, normally only limited resources are allocated to a Web browser and graphics
rendering accelerators are usually not accessible to browser-based applications. Data
communication overheads between browsers and servers are much higher than those
in tightly coupled desktop or cluster computing environments. As such, careful design
to take the characteristics of both client and server sides into consideration is essential
in visual exploration of large-scale raster geospatial data in a Web environment. In our
prototype system, the client side is based on the Rich Internet Application (RIA) framework using Adobe Flex programming [65]. The server side is a combination of commercial ArcGIS server technologies [9] and our in-house developed distributed query
processing modules that implement the binned min-max quadtree based indexing as described above. The overall architecture is shown in Fig. 3 and more details on each of
the components will be provided subsequently. Note that some components in Fig. 3 involve both offline and online parts and both of them will be introduced in the respective
subsections.
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Domain Decomposition
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Fig. 3. Prototype System Architecture
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4.1 Visual Exploration Client Module
We have adopted Adobe Flex programming [65] to develop the client module for the
following considerations. First, the Flex RIA framework has built-in rich graphics functionality and allows users control rendering canvas at the pixel level which is much more
powerful and flexible than traditional Ajax based solutions. Second, it also allows more
complex and immediate interactions with users which are crucial in visual explorations.
Third, quite a few popular visualization packages, such as ArcGIS [66], have provided
Flex APIs which makes the choice very attractive compared to the similar frameworks.
Nevertheless, we believe that our design is also applicable to other RIA frameworks,
should an alternative be more desirable for practical reasons.
The client module provides graphics user interfaces (GUIs) and interacts with users.
Fig. 4 provides a snapshot shows the layout of the GUIs. A tree interface shows the catalog of available raster datasets based on their semantic classifications. Users can search
and subsequently select a subset of rasters as the candidates for explorations. For the
chosen rasters, histograms can then be visualized to help users determine ranges of values for subsequent visual explorations. The ”Query” button serves as the entry point
to translate the query criteria represented by GUIs into a query string to be passed to

Base map visualization

Data Source Tree

Overlaying
resulting
quadrants
Specifying query value and
bin indices ranges (min/max)
based on dataset histogram
Information panel displaying
numbers of hits and different
types of processing times

Fig. 4. Prototype System Snapshot and Web Client GUI Layout
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the appropriate query processing backend. The query string currently includes spatial
extent, bin index range and desired level of details. There are different options to visualize query results at the client side. We have chosen to ask the backend to send back
the results in the form of a collection of (x, y, level) triples, convert these triples into
geographical coordinates and generate polygons so that they can be easily visualized in
Flex-enabled runtime engines embedded in Web browsers through ArcGIS Flex API.
While this approach is simple to implement and works well when the numbers of resulting quadrants are in the order up to a few thousands, we have found that the performance
degrades as the numbers of resulting quadrants increase when the desired levels of details are high in some tests. We are in the process of exploring an image-based option
that clients ask servers send back the query results in the form of binary images so that
they can be visualized in Web browsers using less memory and computation resources.
The visualization module is also responsible for requesting proper tiles from ArcGIS
Server Manager and displays the returned images representing raw data with a predefined coloring schema. Note that client requests to the query processing backend and
ArcGIS servers are completely independent. More information on this part is provided
in Section 4.3.
4.2 Distributed Query Processing
As discussed before, the BMMQ-Tree based indices can be distributed across multiple
shared-nothing machines to make visual exploration related query processing scalable.
While there are quite a few options for workload distribution in facilitating parallel
computing, the approach used in this study is based on a combination of spatial and
categorical criteria which certainly lefts rooms for further refinements. As an example,
the GLCF MODIS data from the University of Maryland comes with five parts [67],
namely Africa, EuraAsia, North America, South America and Oceania. Each part has
images at about 60 time periods and each image for a single period has 7 bands. Thus
it is natural to decompose the spatial domain by the five parts. Depending on the available machines, the raster images in each part can be further decomposed by time and/or
by bands. There are advantages and disadvantages of using fine and coarse level parallelization in this context. Using more computer nodes certainly reduces workload per
node but also increases monetary costs. Furthermore, for processing conjunctive queries
that involve multiple rasters (layers), if these rasters are indexed by a same computer
node, query optimization is possible by early termination during synchronized traversals of co-located quadtrees.
4.3 Tiled Map Visualization Using ArcGIS
Fast visualizing and examining raw data are among the basic requirements for visual
explorations of environmental data. Major Internet map providers, such as Google map
and Microsoft Live map use the tile cache technology to speed up map rendering. GIS
server software, such as ArcGIS [9] and MapServer+TileCache[10][11] provide similar
functions to allow users to publish their own data as tiled maps that can be visualized
in a variety of client software. We choose ArcGIS due to its technical maturity and
easy of use. Map tiles at the different scales for all rasters have been generated in ArcGIS server. The ArcGIS Flex API [66] has made it easy to use tiled maps hosted by
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ArcGIS servers in Web-based client applications. Note that, in our prototype design,
visualizing the raw data is completely independent of processing ROI-finding queries.
The resulting regions derived from ROI-finding queries can be overlaid on top of base
maps to maximize the benefits of visual explorations. For example, users can compare
raster cells inside the resulting ROIs with those nearby. While processing ROI-finding
queries involves identifying cells from all relevant rasters which can be computationally
intensive when sophisticated indexing technqiues are used, displaying base map only
involves determining appropriate pre-generated image tiles under the spatial extent of
the current active view, which is much less computationally expensive.

5 Experiments and Evaluation
5.1 Data and Experiments Setup
The experiments are designed for two purposes. First, we would like to examine the
efficiency of the proposed binned min-max quadtree. It is clear that the sizes of the
resulting quadtrees increase when the numbers of quadtree bins increase. At the same
time, the false positives will decrease and the numbers of returned ROIs will increase.
There are tradeoffs among disk/memory consumptions of constructed indices, rates of
false positives, data communication costs and client visualization rendering costs. The
later two are proportional to the number of returned ROIs. As we are not able to provide
an analytical cost model for the binned min-max quadtree at this moment, the empirical
results are important in understanding the efficiency of the data structure in real applications. Second, we would like to examine the overall performance of the end-to-end
prototype system.
The data communication time also includes the overheads of data passing through
different protocol stacks in the middleware and Web server in addition to data transport time over the network. To minimize the network traffic instabilities, in our experimens, the client machines and the server machines are co-located within our campus
network. The client visualization rendering time includes parsing returned quadrants
data of triples (x, y, level), converting the triples to squares in the real-world coordinate system that is being used at the client side and rendering the squares to the client
visualization canvas embedded in a Web browser. We plan to use the current climate
data published by WorldClim [68][69]. The dataset is the interpolations of observed
data from 1950-2000 and includes monthly precipitation, minimum temperature and
maximum temperature (12 month) and 18 derived bioclimatic variables at the global 30
arc-seconds ( 1 kilometers) resolution. Thus the number of grid cells is 432000*216000
for each of 12*3+18=54 rasters. Due to space limit, we only report the experiment results using the January precipitation data. For the January precipitation data, the number
of cells with valid values is 222,265,892, which is about 23.82% of the total number of
cells in the raster dataset. The percentage is slightly less than the percentage of land over
the earth surface as there are no data for cells to the south of 60 degrees. The minimum
and maximum precipitation values are 0 and 1003 millimeter, respectively. We have set
the maximum level of the BMMQ-Tree to 16 as 216 = 65536 is already larger than
432000. We have used three bin numbers (8, 16 and 32) in our experiments for the reasons discussed above. The numbers of the leaf nodes of the corresponding quadtrees are
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8,491,370, 15,036,155 and 25,877,417, respectively. These numbers translate to 110:1,
62:1 and 36:1 compression rates. We have performed extensive tests using different
combinations of value ranges, spatial extents and quadtree bin numbers.However, due
to space limit, only the results for precipitation range [90,300] with eight different spatial extents are reported in the following subsections. The cell selectivity rates of the
eight queries vary from 0.23% to 5.76% using the total number of valid cells as the
denominator.
5.2 Results of Query Processing
Results show that the query response times for the eight queries measured at the server
side using the three bin numbers are 51-160, 42-162 and 47-252 milliseconds, respectively. All the response times are just fractions of a second which clearly shows the efficiency of the proposed BMMQ-Tree data structure in facilitating ROI-finding queries.
As discussed previously, queries based on BMMQ-Tree are approximate in nature. Our
experiments show that the larger bin sizes the smaller false rates, which is expected.
The minimum and maximum false rates for B=32 are 12% and 53%, respectively, with
an average of 23%. Visual inspections show that false positives are close to true positives and the resulting quadrants highlights the locations of true positives in a simplified
manner which are often desirable in visual explorations.
5.3 Results of End-to-End Performance
As discussed before, the end-to-end performance of each query-driven visual exploration operation has three components: server query response time (TServer Query ), data
communication time (TData Comm ) and visualization rendering time (TV is Rendering ).
Due to space limit, we only report the three components for the eight queries using bin
size 32 and the queries stop at the quadtree level 12 (determined based on ess-thansingle-pixel stopping policy discussed in Section 3). In addition to showing the three
categories of times for the eight queries in Table 1, we also report the resulting numbers
of quadrants at the first column of the table (NQ ).
From Table 1, it is clear that both the data communication times and the visualization
rendering times are proportional to the resulting number of quadrants which is expected.
Compared with the server query response times, data communication times are generally one order greater and the visualization rendering times are more than one order
Table 1. End-to-end Performance Measurements with B=32 and MaxLevel=12 (in milliseconds)
Query ID
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8

NQ
13990
12941
31936
13904
3771
15313
21507
11143

TServer−Query
18.35
16.39
36.49
18.21
5.35
18.67
25.66
13.82

TData−Comm
180.7
163.7
340.3
341.3
108.7
300.0
306.7
174.7

TV is−Rendering
5329
4741
21667
5790
1262
6647
11705
3896
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greater than the data communication times. While the server query response times are
excellent and the data communication times are adequate for visual explorations (less
than 1 second), the visualization rendering times may be too large for the purpose.
To further investigate the rendering bottleneck incurred by ArcGIS Flex API, we
have performed additional experiments on querying a value range of [200,1000] at the
tree level 9 to 12 using the globe as the spatial extent. Note the value range corresponds
to bins [22-14] with B=32. The results show that the visualization rendering time is
acceptable for level=9 (0.693s) and level=10 (2.238s) while it becomes impractical for
level=11 (8.2s) and level=12 (73.9s). We suspect that ArcGIS Flex API may be the bottleneck in rendering tens of thousands of squares. We are in the process of implementing
our native square rendering algorithms in Adobe Flex. Another option would be requesting the query processing backend send back compressed images rather than individual
quadrants as discussed in Section 4.1. On the other hand, we note that quadrants at level
10 have an approximate spatial resolution of 0.5 degree which is comparable to many
datasets being used for global studies.
5.4 Discussions
As BMMQ-Tree and binned bitmap indexing [57] share many similarities, it is desirable
to compare the two indexing approaches. However we found that direct comparisons
are both inappropriate and difficult. First of all, binned bitmap indexing seeks to answer
queries exactly at the individual data element (raster cell) level while BMMQ-Tree
is primarily designed for visual explorations that allow approximate queries. Second,
BMMQ-Tree query results naturally approximates connected components which are
more suitable for further analysis of raster geospatial data. In contrast, binned bitmap requires expensive post-processing to find connected component [18]. BMMQ-Tree query
results represent an intermediate step between individual raster cells and more complex
connected components. Third, binned bitmap may generate large numbers of individual data element identifiers whose data volumes generally are too big to be transported
to Web browsers for visualization purposes. Differently, BMMQ-Tree allows specify
a maximum query level for a quadtree and thus reduce resulting data volumes at the
expenses of higher false positive rates. The feature may be desirable in many visual
exploration applications.
We believe exact queries based on FastBit can enhance our prototype system in the
following way. For each client query, we first direct the query to FastBit and obtain
the exact number of cells in the query result. We then direct the query to our query
processing backend based on BMMQ-Tree indexing using a stopping quadrant level
determined based on the less-than-single-pixel stopping policy discussed at the end of
Section 3 and calculate the false positive ratio. Users then can determine whether to
increase the stopping quadrant level based on the false positive rate. When the exact
number of cells in a query result set is less than a predefined number (e.g., 10,000),
the coordinates of the cells can be transported to the client side and visualized in Web
browsers directly. Integrating FastBit with our prototype to allow visualization of exact
query results is underway.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
Lacking interactive query-driven visualization supports for large-scale raster geospatial
data in a Web environment has motivated us to develop a binned min-max quadtree data
structure to index raster geospatial data. A prototype system that integrates commercial
ArcGIS system with our query processing backed has been developed to demonstrate
the feasibility and identify pitfalls. Experiments show a mixture of successes and failures. The BMMQ-Tree data structure is successful in the sense that it takes advantages
of the approximate query nature of visual exploration based applications in both spatial
and value dimensions. Our experiments show that BMMQ-Tree based indexing is able
to process the WorldClim January Precipitation with nearly 1 billion cells in less than a
quarter of a second for a query value range across multiple bins using a 32-bin, 16-level
BMMQ-Tree. The resulting numbers of quadrants are in the order of a few thousands
to a few hundreds of thousands whose data transport delays between servers and Web
browsers range from excellent to acceptable. However, our experiment results also revealed that the ArcGIS Flex API that we used to render the resulting quadrants in Web
browsers perform poorly for numbers of quadrants beyond a few thousands.
For the future work, our focus would be improving the visualization rendering speed
at the client side. We will explore both options discussed in the text. We also want to
integrate FastBit exact query with our prototype so that users can be aware of the quality
of approximate query based visual explorations and retrieve exact query results when
necessary. Finally, we are interested in profiling users queries and select better quadtree
bin boundary values, in addition to providing more choices in automatically generating
quadtree bin boundary values. We are expecting to work with environmental scientists
more closely on this matter.
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